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Executive Summary
This report was jointly commissioned by the Wellington Regional Economic 
Development Agency (WREDA) and Auckland Tourism, Events and 
Economic Development (ATEED) as part of the advance thinking ahead of 
the development of a 10-year New Zealand Screen Strategy.

The aim of this report is to provide a discussion document that provokes 
thought and consideration of how the  next 10 years, projected to be a time 
of major disruption, might impact the New Zealand screen sector.

Through the research of global trends, and international responses to those 
trends, we have identified three major areas that appear to encompasse 
where the greatest disruption is likely to occur.  

• Business Model Changes 

• Technology Enablers

• Convergence and Interactivity 

Under these themes there are key indicators of disruption which include: • The boundaries between film, television, and other aspects of screen 
entertainment and use are quickly disappearing.  Device Proliferation 
means audiences are multi-screening and watching content on a 
greater variety of devices.  The lines between what has traditionally 
been defined at ‘lean in’ and ‘lean out’ screen consumpiton are 
becoming increasingly blurred. • Technological advances have enabled a closer connection between 
creator and consumer.  This is influencing content creation (who and 
how) and the revenue models for content creators have available to 
them.  • Technological advances are also influencing how content is 
consumed.  The emergence of direct to consumer platforms, and 
tailored delivery of content based on consumer data has broadened 
the range of industries with an interest in content creation. • Internationally markets are changing both in location, in 
demographic.  • All of these factors are opening up new business models, new markets 
and new partnerships across sectors. 

These changes providing both opportunities and challenges that the sector 
need to consider when determining the 10 year strategy.  How the sector 
responds will ulitimately determine their ability to survive and thrive in a 
future that is to a large degree uncertain, but promising. 
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Summary of Key Findings
Key findings of this report include:

• Technology has changed the way we engage with screens.  Device 
proliferation has increased the number and type of screens we use, and 
how we use them.    

• Young people in particular have very different viewing patterns and 
expectations of content. 

• Increased internet speed has opened the doors to not only increased 
streaming and downloading, but the ability to live stream and engage in 
real time as an audience member.  
  

• Not only are the boundaries between ‘lean back’ and ‘lean in’ blurring, 
but the boundaries between offline and online are also merging.  
There is a growing need to better to understand the impact of the ‘full 
experience’ of engaging with screen.  

• Technology has also changed the way we create content.  There are 
increases in the number and range of content creators, and closer 
connections between creators and consumers. 
   

• Business models are changing, not only in how revenue is generated 
from content, but in how content creation is funded, and by whom. 
 

• Demand for content is growing, and creative IP is vital for a sustainable 
sector.  Audiences are increasingly demanding greater diversity 
represented in what they engage with, and in stories.  This is a reflection 
of the world we live in more broadly. 
   

• While there is debate on the right mix of local versus international screen 
production, the fact remains that both are important to a sustainable 
screen sector.  

• Investment in the local sector is vital, from infrastructure to talent, 
both technical and creative.   The question is, how best to leverage the 
opportunities that exist through new business models, international 
productions, and government funding, to maximise the impact on local 
industry.  
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Introduction
Ahead of the development of a 10-year strategy for the New Zealand screen 
sector WREDA and ATEED, in association with the Screen Sector Strategy 
Facilitation Group, commissioned this study to identify the trends currently 
driving change in the international screen industry and to seek to stimulate 
discussion about how those trends might impact on New Zealand’s screen 
industry.

While it does not attempt to predict the future, it does aim to provoke 
thinking and discussion within the industry about the potential change, 
disruption and future industry scenarios any long-term screen sector 
strategy must address.

The FutureCentre team who undertook the study on our behalf have sought 
to take a snapshot of current and forward-looking trends and assess what 
impacts they may have in relation consumption, commissioning and 
production of screen content.

We are grateful to the FutureCentre team for their work.

Together with the Screen Sector Strategy Facilitation Group, the wider 
industry and our partners in the New Zealand Government, we look forward 
to collaborating on the development, approval and implementation of a 
10-year strategy to drive our creative screen sector to new heights over the 
coming decade. 

Nick Hill
Chief Executive
Auckland Tourism, Events and 
Economic Development (ATEED)

Lance Walker
Chief Executive
Wellington Regional Economic 
Development Agency (WREDA)
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Three major questions for the future
This report was jointly commissioned by the Wellington Regional Economic 
Development Agency (WREDA) and Auckland Tourism, Events and 
Economic Development (ATEED) as part of the advance thinking ahead of 
the development of a 10-year New Zealand Screen Strategy.

This report is designed to provoke discussion, and to generate questions 
based on the patterns that are currently emerging.  It focuses on the 
demand side of the business – where are audiences and commissioners 
heading in the near future (to 2030).  We have focused on ‘lean back’ 
entertainment – things people watch.  A strategy for the New Zealand 
Games and Interactive Sector is already well advanced, and as a result is not 
an area of focus for this report.

This think piece looks at three major questions: 

• What’s going on now, and what’s emerging?  Here we’ll discuss 
megatrends in people‘s screen consumption patterns  

• What can we learn and infer from what’s changing?  Here we’ll 
look at different business models that are emerging, who the new 
commissioners of content are, or might be, and where new content is 
coming from  

• Where does this information take us - what might the impact of 
potential changes be in 2030?  Here we’ll cover some speculative 
scenarios and ask questions that will need to be answered for the New 
Zealand screen industry to prepare for a bright future 

We will also attempt to identify at a high-level what the flow-on effects of 
these global trends might be on New Zealand’s current screen industry and 
businesses.

One of the most useful ways to think about the near Future (ie to 2030) is 
to ‘look back to look forward’.  This means looking at current patterns in a 
sector and using those patterns in order to elicit insight.  The report was 
developed based on desktop research; and interviews with key influencers 
identified by the sector.
The Big Trends we identified can be split into 2 categories; Business Model 
Changes and Technology Enablers.  Finally, we identified a third area – 
Convergence and Interactivity which blurs some of the traditional ‘lean back’ 
categorisations.

Since the report focuses on the demand side of the business, we make 
reference to some of the global incentive programmes.  This is an area 
where further analysis may be warranted.
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Storytelling is eternal, but disruption is rife
Human beings are hardwired for stories. Since the earliest people gathered 
around a fire, storytelling has been a vital part of every culture. 

Some argue that the ability to tell and receive stories is the essential 
difference between humans and other creatures.  Storytelling will never go 
away but the ways of crafting, delivering and receiving stories will.  History 
has already proved this; as civilizations develop, storytelling has moved from 
cave drawings to paper to screens. New media mean people relate to stories 
in different ways.

Human beings are also programmed to seek emotional and social 
experiences. Heuristics and brain research tell us that the desire to connect 
with others is innate. But how we connect with people and relate to our 
screens, will also change. Rather than all gathering around the television 
as most did in the late 20th century, screen viewing is becoming more 
fragmented, with younger people watching, or accessing, two or more 
screens at once. At the same time, special occasion or appointment viewing 
is changing.

The next 10 years will be a time of major disruption. The New Zealand screen 
industry must be aware of the trends and have the flexibility to adapt to the 
fast-changing screen environment if it is to survive and thrive. 
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The NZ Screen Sector

New Zealand Screen Industry Shows Largest Revenue from 
Production
2018 Revenue for the Screen Industry fell from a previous high in 2017. 

Production Revenue experienced a drop of $245m.  “In contrast, post-
production revenue increased $130 million (21 percent) to $764 million in 
2018. This increase from 2017 was driven by Auckland, which was up $86 
million, and Wellington, up $45 million. Post-production activities are those 
that occur after filming, such as editing, and visual and special effects.” 1

The increase in Post-Production work after a record year of production is to 
be expected. Auckland gained the most from the work ($86m in additional 
revenue), while Wellington was still strong (an increase of $45m).

In 2018 compared with 2017:• gross screen industry revenue decreased 8 percent to $3.3 billion• Auckland’s screen industry revenue decreased $225 million to $2.4 
billion• contracting revenue increased 17 percent to $1 billion• New Zealand government funding for producing increased 9 percent 
to $227 million.• In 2017 compared with 2016, screen industry jobs increased by 3,100.2 

In 2017, Revenue sources from overseas increased were $792 million, with 
most coming from North America ($628 million). Revenue from New 
Zealand sources was approximately $1.1 billion.

Revenue from New Zealand Screen Sectors (Stats New Zealand, 2018)

1 https://www.stats.govt.nz/news/screen-production-cools
2 https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/screen-industry-201718
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3 Stats NZ (2018)
4 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/79551/o_o_annex_trends.pdf

Television expenditure in 2017 was $365 million, while feature film 
expenditure was $487 million. 

We were unable to obtain figures of how much revenue was for the 
production of products for specific (eg SVOD, AVOD markets), or of licensing 
and format revenues.  
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Business Models are Changing
“There are no disruptive technologies, only disruptive business 
models” 
 
-Clayton Christiansen

Traditional terrestrial television declines along with its 
Advertising Supported Business Model.  SVOD is on the rise
Time spent watching traditional television is declining globally, although at 
a slower rate than many expected.4 

Streaming services are overtaking traditional broadcast television.  It is 
likely that terrestrial television will undergo significant change in the future.  
Traditional television providers are generally struggling to find new business 
models for the future.  Current business models are subscriber, government 
or advertising funded.  Changes to subscriber behaviour affect the market 
for advertising revenue.

The real customers of television are advertisers.  Television’s business model 
is to deliver eyeballs to them.  But advertisers are increasingly putting their 
money into the internet.  As television advertising is declining, many players 
are looking for additional revenue sources.  Cable subscriptions are also in 
decline globally.

This decline means television advertising revenue is decreasing while digital 
advertising increases.  Digital spend on advertising dwarfs the television 
spend.

Television advertising sales peaked in 2016 in the United States.  From 2016 
to 2018 it fell by 2.2%.  It is predicted that television advertising will continue 
to fall at least 2% each year through to 2022 and that the drop may well 
accelerate as viewers continue to abandon the platform.5

Nielsen found that in 2017 the average number of commercial minutes per 
hour of broadcast television was 13.6 (meaning approximately 22% of the 
hour was ads). NBC and Fox have said they will be reducing the ad time 
during their programming, with Fox indicating it will reduce to two minutes 
per hour by 2020.

While PWC is forecasting a small growth in television advertising spend (see 
below), this seems unlikely. 

4 Ofcom (2017)
5 The New York Times (2018)
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Global Internet Advertising Revenue is Growing Faster than 
Broadcast

More marketers are 
funnelling advertising spend 
towards platforms such 
as Google and Facebook.  
Digital advertising can target 
customers better, based on 
the data these giants collect.6  

Mobile advertising is the 
fastest growing sector within 
the advertising space.  This 
change in the placement of 
advertising is threatening 
several existing ad-supported 
revenue streams.7

Globally, older demographics 
are still watching television and advertising aimed at them is still having 
some success on that platform.  Top rating shows on US television have older 
viewers8 and still attract advertising aimed at that demographic.  Younger 
audiences are not watching terrestrial television and are not responding to 
television advertising.9

6 The New York Times (2018)
7 Mary Meeker (2018)
8 The New York Times (2018)
9 Adobe Data Insights (2018)
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In Asia, television still reigns supreme. 

“According to a study conducted by Consumer Barometer, over 80 per 
cent of Singaporeans watch regular TV on a TV set, and that number is 
above 95 per cent in Vietnam, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. 
Comparatively, digital video views peak at 79 per cent in Vietnam and 
bottom out at 36 per cent in Indonesia.” 10

2019 marks the year where Millennials became a larger group than Baby 
Boomers. This has major implications for advertisers, with Millennials plus 
Gen Z forecast to be 50% of the population within 15 years.11 The following 
graphs show that television advertising is most relevant to shrinking 
demographics, with the newer populations abandoning the platform.

10 Digital Market Asia (2018)
11 Pew Research (2018)
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Most Relevant Channel of Advertising by Generation (Adobe Digital Insights, 2018)

Older Television Viewership Plateaus While Younger Viewership 
is Dropping

Television Advertising is More Relevant to Older Viewers

Minutes of Daily Traditional TV Viewing by Age (Ofcom, 2017)

Interestingly, there are some companies moving into Advertising Supported 
Video on Demand (AVOD).  This includes Amazon subsidiary IMDb’s Freedive 
service launched in 2019. 12  13YouTube is also largely ad-supported.  These 
new models are taking a share of digital, including mobile, advertising 
spending.  

The advertising model isn’t dead, yet!  It is, however, abandoning television 
and that leaves those operating with the traditional advertising business 
model with serious financial issues to face in the near future.
12 Variety (2019)
13 MIDia (2019)
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Online demand for changing commercials
Producers of commercials, like Rupert Reynolds-Maclean’s London-
based company Biscuit Filmworks, have seen a huge shift in the length of 
commercials clients are commissioning.  “We’ve seen a massive rise in 15 
second and two-minute commercials, and a drop in the traditional 30 and 
60-second ads.  Very short or long works better online”.  In future, he thinks 
companies like his will provide more mobile and cinema-specific content. 
“People will always want stories and good jokes.”

In 2030, tech companies are likely to be bigger players than established 
networks. More mergers are likely, driven by lawyers, accountants, and 
licensing deals. . “We’ll see mergers and more brands funding original 
content”, Reynolds-Maclean believes. 

Product Placement is Likely to Take Over from Traditional Advertising in 
Films and Television

Producer and Director Steve Barr makes the point that younger generations 
are savvy about advertising, and don’t like it.  But they don’t mind incidental 
product placement, which is built into the narrative.  For example, a recent 
Transformer movie had all the ‘good guys’ turned into General Motors cars, 
saving the universe. He indicated that such product placement is often 
considered more integrated and less “hard sell” than traditional advertising. 
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Subscription Video on Demand is increasing
Online streaming is becoming more popular.  People are leaving cable 
television for Subscription Video on Demand services (SVODs) such as 
Netflix. In 2016, 60% of US consumers aged 18+ preferred online video to live 
television.14 As of March 2018, 55% of US households subscribe to an online 
streaming service, spending a total of $2.1 billion per month.15 We can expect 
that the same overall trends are happening in New Zealand.

The graph below shows UK trends in streaming penetration and revenue.

SVOD Penetration in UK households (Ofcom, 2017)

Global SVOD revenue has been growing steadily.  The US shows the largest 
revenue from SVODs, while Sweden has the highest penetration.  The 
US follows closely behind.18 In 2018, spearheaded by Netflix, Amazon, 
PrimeVideo and Hulu, SVOD revenue in the United States will surpass $16.7 
billion, followed by China ($3.7 billion), the United Kingdom ($1.7 billion), 
Japan ($1.09 billion) and Germany ($1.03 billion).  Other countries account 
for a combined $10.7 billion.19 That revenue was $0 10 years ago.

2018 was the year US SVOD subscription penetration finally overtook pay-
television (cable) subscriptions.20

In New Zealand, we are seeing similar trends.  Netflix is growing faster 
than paid television (Sky and Neon combined).  In August 2018, Netflix had 
almost 2 million New Zealand viewers.21 Subscription Video on Demand 
(SVOD) accounts in New Zealand continue to grow, as the graphic below 
illustrates.  Netflix now has more than 137 million subscribers worldwide.22   
Almost 60% of Americans have an SVOD service.  Most of these also have 
a cable television service.23 It is likely that people will switch out cable for 
multiple alternative services rather than just to buy one.  It is estimated 
that 73.5% of television households (88.5 million) will subscribe to at least 
one SVOD platform by 2023.  The average SVOD household will pay for 2.35 
SVOD platforms.24

14 Think With Google (2016)
15 CNBC (2018) 
18 Statista (2019)
19 Media Play News (2018)
20 MIDiA Research Consumer Brand Tracker (2019)

21 Roy Morgan (2018)
22 BBC (2018)
23 CNBC (2018)
24 Rapid TV News (2018)
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SVOD Penetration Has Been Increasing for Some Time

Penetration of SVOD Services in New Zealand (Nielsen, 2017)

Vodafone gives a free year of Sky Sport for broadband customers, both 
new and existing.  It also gives them access to Vodafone television, where 
customers get Sky Television, TVNZ on Demand, YouTube and others all in 
one place.25 

Similarly, Spark offers a television package to its customers which includes 
Netflix and its own Lightbox offering; while 2Degrees recently began offering 
Amazon Prime subscriptions to its home product customers.

According to TVNZ on Demand, (TVNZOD) 32% of their viewers are aged 18-
24. These younger viewers had streamed 4.7 million times by June 2018, with 
46% reporting using TVNZOD in the last 4 months.26

25 Scoop (2019)
26 TVNZ (2018)

Considerations when looking to the future. 

• Viewers behaviours are changing the way they engage in content.  
How are these changes likely to continue?  

• Business models of old are not the way forward.  What business 
models can we look to with the changes in distribution and viewing 
upon us?  
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More studios are moving online with their own 
streaming services 
As studios and others look for new revenue streams, they are investing 
heavily in SVOD services.  While Netflix and Amazon Prime currently 
dominate the space, 2019 is expected to be the year of direct-to-consumer 
traditional television and film content providers. Led by the much-
anticipated Disney+ rolling out late this year, other major content producers 
such as Warner Media and NBCUniversal are launching their own direct-to-
consumer propositions into the US market. 

Disney+ will house all Disney properties, as well as new original exclusives 
and, will aim to be cheaper than Netflix.27 It is also taking its content off the 
Netflix platform, leaving Netflix in need of additional content.  Consumers 
are likely to subscribe to it in addition to Netflix, rather than as a complete 
replacement.28 Disney+ is going to be more ‘family-orientated’ while Hulu, 
with its different demographic, is more adult.29

Disney merging with Fox also means a whole new slew of content.  Disney 
and Fox are both major shareholders of Hulu, and with the merger, they will 
gain more control.  They are also likely to push more of Fox’s content onto 
the Hulu platform.

DC has recently launched its own streaming service.30 HBO, Showtime, Starz 
and others are all moving into the SVOD space.  It is predicted that there will 
be over 208 million SVOD subscriptions in place in the US by 2023.31

Another distribution development expected in 2019 is further clarity 
from Apple around its content play with spending on content production 
increasing significantly in recent years.

The growth in streaming services is growing more demand for content to 
be consumed.  The next big push in the industry seems to be over content.  
HBO, Disney and others are wanting to own more of their supply chain by 
distributing directly to consumers.  The newer entrants such as Amazon and 
Netflix are investing heavily in content – the lines between commissioner 
and platform are becoming blurred.  More than a third of Netflix (38%) 
subscribers cite “to watch original series made by the provider” as a reason 
for signing up (up from 30% in Q1 2017).32

27 CNet (2019)
28 TheStreet (2018)
29 Thrillist (2018)
30 Consumer Reports (2019)
31 Digital TV Europe (2018)
32 Ofcom (2018)
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SVOD Businesses are able to have direct relationships with their 
customers
AT&T is also getting in on the action via its relationship with Time Warner  “… 
both had very different business models: you paid for HBO, but you watched 
commercials on Turner.  Why not unify all of Time Warner’s content under 
the HBO brand, which is recognised and valued by customers, and leverage 
AT&T’s direct relationship with end users to vault into direct competition 
with Netflix?”33 

This direct relationship with consumers allows the various VoD companies to 
customise their offers and target them very specifically with original content 
they know will work.  This is far less risky than the old models of running 
pilots, or tentpole movie offerings.

AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson recently said Netflix is “a fully integrated 
media distribution, direct relationship with the customer (company).  
Amazon, who’s doing the same thing. [Disney CEO] Bob Iger, obviously, has 
high ambitions to establishing a very direct relationship with the customer. 
So, if you can bring 130 million mobile customers where you have a direct 
billing relationship, day-to-day customer relationship, bandwidth as well as 
content, media and entertainment content, put all that together, then you 
have vertically integrated the same way as some of these other guys have.”

He went on to say “AT&T has an amazing amount of data, customer data, 
for 40 million paid television subscribers in North and South America, 130 
million mobile subscribers, 60 million broadband subscribers.  We have 
really great customer insight on what kind of shows, media, content they’re 
viewing, where they are, all kinds of information on the consumer.”34

Redefining ‘Studios’ and ‘Commissioners’
Until recently, the commissioners were the studio and television entities.  
We are starting to see interesting and innovative trends emerging in who 
is commissioning shows and entertainment for television and cinemas.  
Throughout the history of the entertainment industry, a major studio 
has been a company that produces movies, often on its own lot or other 
production facilities, while also distributing those movies. Other times, the 
studios have deals with producers and production companies who make 
their films through that studio.

What about Netflix and Amazon?  They’re not really ‘studios’ in the 
traditional sense. Neither has a physical studio lot, they function as a 
combination of producers and distributors, financing and sometimes 
acquiring projects and making them available on their platforms.35  

However, Netflix’ rise through awards recognition (Academy Awards; Emmys 
33 https://stratechery.com/2019/changes-at-hbo-atts-strategic-rationale-hbos-differentiation/
34 https://www.recode.net/2018/5/30/17397164/att-randall-stephenson-time-warner-transcript-code-2018
35 Apple Insider (2018)
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etc) is perhaps changing the definition of what constitutes a ‘studio’.

While Netflix and Amazon are currently the big streaming players, the 
scene is changing fast as Disney grows.  David Conley and Carthew Neal 
both expect Disney, Amazon, Netflix, Apple and Warner Bros to be the big 
players in 10 years’ time. Conley also expects some unusual business models 
to emerge and sees 2019 – 2023 as being a time of ‘seismic changes’ in the 
screen industry as more streaming events become available.

Netflix is expected to have spent up to US$8 billion on content in 2018, 
with 85% of the money spent going to create Netflix original shows.  Some 
estimates put their spending as high as $13 billion.36

Hulu is estimated to have spent $2.5 billion in 2017.37

Amazon Prime, meanwhile, spent $5 billion and Facebook only $1 billion on 
video content. 

As a comparison, traditional television networks such as ABC and CBS spend 
around $3 - $4 billion per year.38

Alibaba Pictures is a relatively new entrant to the marketplace. Since 2014, 
it has racked up an impressive slate and in 2018 China is tipped to have the 
largest global box office. TenCent also has its own studio.  China will soon 
be the largest market for US/Hollywood movies, and has begun to start 
developing its own studios and stories.39 25 new screens were projected to 
have opened every single day of 2018, across China.40

Chinese made films such as Wolf Warrior 2 (the largest box office for a 
Chinese film) and The Wandering Earth (China’s second highest grossing 
movie) both appeared in global box office lists, such was the scale of return 
through the Chinese box office.

Technology is making it easier and cheaper for more people to become 
content creators.  We are already seeing this with YouTube and other 
platforms that encourage people to contribute material.  It is also affecting 
film and programme-making, now that many people can readily shoot, edit, 
and post-produce their own material.  But as the cost of making films and 
television decreases, marketing costs increase.  The challenge becomes how 
to get noticed in an increasingly fragmented screen environment. 

Paul Muller, of the Australia New Zealand Screen Association, believes the 
link between financing, production and distribution will become clearer 
to consumers, through new technologies such as blockchain, as well as 
the direct sourcing of content by SVOD and AVOD players.  The role of the 

36 Variety (2018)
37 The Wrap (2018)
38 MediaPost (2018)
39 Apple Insider (2018)
40 https://www.scmp.com/culture/film-tv/article/2140381/china-will-soon-be-worlds-top-film-market-having-
overtaken-us-canada
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creator will be more highly valued as a result of these changes.

The business model for VoD providers mean they do not usually commission 
pilots, but instead they commission an entire season and are willing to have 
‘slow burn’ increase in views.  Indeed, the number of broadcast drama pilots 
commissioned for the US dropped in 2019 to what may be an all-time low of 
35, down from 41 in 2018.41

As more and more curated specialist offerings emerge, consumers will 
be able to choose according to their interests.  ANZSA stresses that it will 
be vital to ensure that this attention and interest can be appropriately 
monetised.  They believe access to pirated material must diminish.

Traditional studios are consolidating and merging, as seen in the Fox 
acquisition by Disney.  Business models are diversifying.  We are likely still 
to have a studio model – after all, it has proved resilient despite regular 
predictions of it dying as each new threat emerged; sound and colour; 
television; home video; DVDs; and more recently streaming services. 

Netflix has been spending heavily in 2017-2019 to try to establish dominance 
in content for streaming, but recently Disney has become resurgent and is 
showing its muscle. 

Australian SVOD company Stan, a joint venture between Nine and Fairfax 
(which are merging) has signed with Disney.  Such partnerships are likely to 
become more common.
“AT&T, which used to praise the fact that HBO and Turner and Warner Bros. were all 

separate businesses, has now made it clear that it doesn’t think of Turner and HBO as 

separate businesses, after all. It’s going to run them together under [former NBA and 

Showtime executive Bob] Greenblatt and ultimately it wants to sell them together 

to consumers: You’ll get your HBO, and maybe your CNN and TNT (if you like NBA 

basketball), and you’ll pay AT&T directly for it. Just like Netflix or Spotify or the Disney 

service launching later this year.” 42

Studio consolidation, along with the acquisition of media players by 
telecommunications’ companies, is accelerating. We have seen Comcast-
NBC, Universal-Sky, Viacom-MTV-Nickelodeon-ComedyCentral, AT&T-Warner 
Bros-HBO-Turner-TimeWarner, Disney-Fox-Hulu and the deals are not 
stabilising.
“What a difference a decade makes. In 2007, Paramount won the coveted market 

41 https://deadline.com/2019/03/pilot-locations-2019-vancouver-booming-atlanta-rebounds-los-angeles-ties-low-
chicago-mia-1202568281/
42 https://www.recode.net/2019/2/28/18245643/hbo-att-richard-plepler-warner-bros-tv-video-streaming-movies-
game-of-thrones
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share race at the domestic box office, but the balance of power among the six major 

Hollywood studios was one of relative equality. Paramount’s 15.5 % share was less than a 

percentage point ahead of Warner Bros. and five points ahead of the sixth-ranking studio, 

Fox.”

“In 2017, there was a 17 % spread between the six majors, with Disney commanding 

nearly 22 % of all domestic box-office revenue (it was 26 % in 2016).  More alarming, 

attendance is likely at its lowest level in 22 years.” 43

“Out of the six studios, only three will be beefed up and ready to compete into the next 

generation. A new game or movie studio musical chairs has begun. Where it ends, nobody 

knows.” 44

We have also seen Alibaba Pictures launch and do deals with US Studios, 
and now TenCent has moved into the movie distribution business as well.45

Walmart was an early investor into Video on Demand, through its Vudu 
Platform.  In 2018, it announced a partnership with MGM to both distribute 
its content on Vudu, and also to commission content directly for the 
platform.46

 

Considerations as we looking to the future.  

• Business models are diversifying as traditional studios are 
consolidating and merging, commissioners become producers, and 
the connect between creator and audience closes.  What does this 
mean for the screen sector in New Zealand?   

• New industries are starting to intersect further with the sector.  Where 
are the opportunities for the screen sector?  

• The Asian market is growing significantly.  How might we in New 
Zealand take advantage of this growth?  

• There is an increase in demand for content and technology changes 
make it possible for some content to be produced inexpensively.  
Tailored viewing opens the doors for more specialised content.  The 
challenge becomes how to get noticed in an increasingly fragmented 
screen environment. . 

43 https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/box-office-get-ready-hollywoods-shrinking-studio-system-1071457
44 https://www.digitalcenter.org/columns/movie-studios-consolidate/
45 https://www.chinamoneynetwork.com/2018/04/25/tencent-launches-movie-distribution-to-boost-film-business
46 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-08/walmart-dips-toe-into-tv-content-creation-with-mgm-
partnership
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Premium Video on Demand (PVOD)
Premium Video on Demand (PVOD) is a model where people pay more 
money to watch new movies at home as they are playing in cinemas. 

Screening Room 
Screening Room was a proposed PVOD model from Sean Parker and Prem 
Akkaraju.48 It was backed by Steven Spielberg, Peter Jackson, Brian Grazer 
and Ron Howard.49 The plan was for customers to pay $50 to rent a movie 
for 48 hours, during the movie’s theatrical release.  For their money, the 
customers also got two tickets to see it in a participating cinema.  Peter 
Jackson suggested Screening Room could bring $8.5 billion per year to the 
film industry.50 

Other studios, such as Warner Bros., are working on their own PVOD model, 
which may be a threat to independent distributors such as Screening 
Room.51 

Prima Cinema
Another PVOD model is Prima Cinema, where you pay $35,000 for the 
service then $500 per movie. It comes in very high quality and a biometric 
security system so no one else can enter the stream.52

Prima Cinema comes with a lot of requirements.  Before you can get the 
service, Prima does background checks on potential customers.  Your home 
cinema can have no more than 25 seats and you must have fast enough 
internet.  The service comes on a device weighing 65 pounds that can 
only be accessed by fingerprint ID.  It must be used at the same place as 
installation so you cannot take it to stream somewhere else.53 

How well Prima Cinema is doing is unclear.  It has recently raised new 
capital.54

Movie Pass
Movie Pass is a subscription service that lets people see one movie every day 
for $10 per month.  Most movie tickets in the US cost $15-$20 each, so it’s 
easy to see how much money could be lost.  Customers could see 30 movies 
for less than the price of a single ticket.

People were seeing a lot of movies, far more than expected.  In March 2018, 
3 million tickets were sold through MoviePass.  This was partially due to 
fraud, such as people sharing the same card with friends and family.  Even 
after patches to the system, customers found new ways to exploit it.

48 Wikipedia (2019)
49 Variety (2016)
50 Business Insider (2017)
51 LA Biz (2017)
52 Uncrate (2019)

53 Business Insider (2016)
54 Upsense (2018)
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In July 2018, Movie Pass was cut down to four movies per month, with 
people unable to use MoviePass for big blockbusters more than once.

Between April and June 2018 MoviePass lost US$104.6 million.  They later 
cut it down to three movies, with some titles unavailable.55 The company 
is running out of money, and the consensus is that it is dead.  There are 
alternatives though – AMC stubs, Sinemia and others.  While MoviePass 
might be dead, the subscription business model may be just beginning.

Leveraging Intellectual Property
The success factors to building a sustainable film business include 
(according to Olsberg SPI):56 • The ability to share in downstream revenues generated by successful 

content (need leverage and to reward producers)• Diversified revenue streams across a number of activities, each 
providing different risk/return parameters.

While a number of New Zealand production houses are working for hire on 
international productions, some have been successful in generating revenue 
from format or IP (programme/series) sales.  Examples include Brokenwood 
Mysteries and Greenstone TV’s Highway Cops.  

Leveraging IP – Disney as a case study
In the 2018 fiscal year, Disney made US$59.43 billion, up from $55.14 billion.
The following graph shows the areas in which Disney makes its money.

55 The Ringer (2019)
56 Olberg SPI (2012)

Revenue of The Walt Disney Company in the Fiscal Year 2018 by Segment (Statista, 2019)
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Studios are increasing their revenue streams with more attention on 
merchandise, soundtracks, television and many other areas.  This may 
mean less investment in their film divisions, and more new opportunities 
and brand value.57 Disney’s leading source of revenue comes from their 
full or partial ownership in media networks (eg ABC, Hulu, ESPN).  Their 
second largest source of revenue is Parks and Resorts, followed by Studio 
Entertainment third.  This category includes home entertainment and 
SVOD.58 

Finally, they brought in $4.65 billion in 2018 from consumer products and 
interactive media which includes games and toys.  Disney was the largest 
licensor globally in 201659 and 2017.60  Walmart is major distributor of Disney 
Merchandise.

Film director Steven Spielberg speculates that the number of movies made 
with massive budgets will decrease.  In the current environment, lower 
budget, more personal and interesting films struggle.  He predicts that this 
paradigm will shift when those huge budget films fail.

“There’s going to be an implosion where three or four or maybe even half a dozen of these 

mega-budgeted movies are going to go crashing into the ground, and that’s going to 

change the paradigm again.” – Steven Spielberg

George Lucas suggests a somewhat different future.  He suggests that, as 
Broadway did before it, the cinema experience will change.  He predicts 
fewer theatres, with moviegoing becoming a more exclusive and expensive 
experience.61

“Consumers are loving the on-demand world,” says Toby Emmerich, president and chief 

content officer of Warner Bros. Pictures. “The challenge is how to motivate people to 

commit their time and energy to go to a movie that starts when the movie theater says it 

does. A movie has to be an event, or it has to be breathtakingly good. There’s never been a 

smaller margin of error.”62

Considerations when looking to the future.  

• How might we leverage our unique New Zealand  IP? -  Format 
licensing? Merchandise tie-ins?  Multiplatform use of story assets? Or 
something else?

57 The University of Nottingham
58 The Walt Disney Company (2018)
59 The Drum (2017)
60 Spielwarenmesse (2018)
61 CinemaBlend (2013)

62 The Hollywood Reporter (2018)
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Incentive Schemes and Government Investment
In the past two decades Governments globally have sought to stimulate 
the local industry through incentivising international film and television 
productions to be based in a particular territory, or to carry out some of their 
production with local providers in that country. 

These range from location incentives and assistance through to post 
production subsidies and rebates.

Tension exists around the global competition for film/television locations 
and production work which is underpinned by tax credits/rebates and 
incentive schemes. This requires the willingness of local (State/Territory/
Provincial) and/or Central (Federal and the like) Government support which 
is not always guaranteed.  Debate exists around the best model to sustain a 
vibrant local production industry and the right mix of productions to target 
that generate economic return for the country and the local industry. 

Many commentators suggest these subsidies do not increase the pool of 
work commissioned, they make it cheaper for the US studios and are a tool 
used by locations to compete with each other.

There are at least 31 countries offering incentives63, including tax credits/
rebates. There is only a small amount of international or local research into 
the effects of these schemes.64

The film incentives were largely created in order to attract US productions.  
Canada was the first (in 1997) with such a scheme, followed by Louisiana in 
2001.  Today almost half of all American states have such incentives.65  That 
has not led to a widespread industry - in the US production is concentrated 
in California, Georgia and New York.  Vancouver is the most successful city by 
revenue, outside the US.  A number of extremely successful creative centres 
do not have such schemes (such as parts of Scandinavia).
Atlanta/Georgia

63 https://home.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2015/03/Film%20financing%20and%20television%20
programming-%20sweden.pdf
64 http://www.ikonlondonmagazine.com/ready-to-shoot-your-next-film-the-best-countries-to-shoot-based-on-
production-incentives/
65 https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/understanding-tax-incentives-film-industry/
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When Georgia’s tax credit programme was expanded a decade ago, there 
was one purpose-built sound stage in the state.  Raleigh Studios in Senoia, 
where ‘The Walking Dead’ is filmed, had 45,000 square feet.  Today, there 
are 2.3 million square feet of purpose-built sound stages.  The industry 
represents 92,100 jobs and $4.6 billion in wages in Georgia66 

For the industry to be truly anchored in Georgia, the state needs to foster the 
next generation of writers and directors here.67

“[Georgia] doesn’t have a film and television industry,” Jeffrey Stepakoff, 
executive director of the Georgia Film Academy, said in December in a 
keynote address at Atlanta Business Chronicle’s The Business of Film event. 
“It has a film and television production industry.”68

‘Production’ is the key word there, as it is quantified by the number 
of studios, the crew jobs and respective salaries, and the spending on 
materials, meals, and other items that come from the local community 
when a film shoot comes to town.  For Georgia to have a fully mature film 
industry, we will have to continue to foster the homegrown talents of 
Georgia writers, producers and directors.  The industry’s next level of success 
will have arrived when the creative side of the industry truly calls Georgia 
home.69

Production companies can earn tax credits up to 30 % of what they spend 
in Georgia when they meet certain standards.  In 2016 245 feature film and 
television productions were made in the area.  In 2017 the tax credit was 
around US$376 million.

For film and television production companies, the state makes life easy.  A 
vast array of production costs qualify for up to 30 % in credits back, as long 
as they show the Georgia Peach logo at the end of the film or television 
show.  If they don’t, it’s only 20%.70 

Georgia has never evaluated its Tax Credit Scheme which was implemented 
in 2007.  It is preparing to do such an evaluation and has been working on 
the evaluation criteria and methodology.71

From a global standpoint, tax credits do not create an additive business, 
however, locally they can be significant as seen in Georgia’s industry 
growth.72 

66 https://www.ledger-enquirer.com/opinion/opn-
columns-blogs/article226575439.html
67 https://www.ledger-enquirer.com/opinion/opn-
columns-blogs/article226575439.html
68 https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/
news/2019/02/13/regents-ok-masters-degree-
program-for-uga-film.html
69 https://www.ledger-enquirer.com/opinion/opn-
columns-blogs/article226575439.html

70 https://www.ajc.com/blog/radiotvtalk/what-made-
georgia-hollywood-the-south-the-tax-credits-explained/
VAF3ZtIE0o15MWZH28RlpK/
71 https://frc.gsu.edu/files/2018/01/Tax-Credit-Evaluation-
Report-January-2018.pdf
72 https://www.ajc.com/blog/radiotvtalk/what-made-
georgia-hollywood-the-south-the-tax-credits-explained/
VAF3ZtIE0o15MWZH28RlpK/
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73 https://screenrant.com/british-film-industry-hollywood/
74 https://www.thedrum.com/news/2018/03/28/uk-government-launches-150m-creative-industries-fund
75 https://www.bcg.com/publications/2018/how-governments-are-sparking-growth-creative-industries.aspx
76 https://deadline.com/2019/03/pilot-locations-2019-vancouver-booming-atlanta-rebounds-los-angeles-ties-low-
chicago-mia-1202568281/

UK 
Outside of Canada, the UK is arguably the most successful country in 
attracting international productions and production work and this, in turn, 
has seen the screen industry grow exponentially. 

In 2016, a study was made of the balance between on-set and post 
production in Hollywood films (top 100) and UK films.  It found the bigger 
the budgets, the larger the post production teams and budgets.  It found an 
even larger emphasis on post-production for UK films (29% vs 20% for the 
US).

The largest amount of spending on film production in the UK doesn’t 
come directly from the government.  The UK Scheme requires the content 
produced to have an aspect of ‘Britishness’ and favour British stories, writers 
and themes.

Interestingly the next biggest source of funds is an investment by 
government-funded FilmFour and lottery-funded British Film Institute.73  

The UK recently launched a £150 million Creative Britain Fund which will 
include substantial (>20% of total) funding for virtual reality, interactive art 
shows and augmented reality tourism.  The fund also is investing heavily in 
training people for the sector, including the establishment of The London 
Screen Academy.74 

New York
In New York City, the Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment is building 
skills locally by working with industry on training programmes intended to 
boost the skills of those already working in the industry, and to encourage 
young people to enter it. Initiatives include a production assistant program 
that gives unemployed city residents training and entry-level placements 
in film production, and a programme for media company employees that 
covers up to 70% of the cost of training in technical, creative, and business 
skills.75

Vancouver
Vancouver is gaining ground for pilot production, which has been attributed 
to its generous tax credit scheme.  In a year where the number of US pilots 
is at an all-time low, Vancouver has increased the number to be made 
there from 6 (out of 41 commissioned) in 2018 to 10 in 2019.  This represents 
almost a third of all US pilots commissioned for 2019 (35).76 Vancouver has a 
strong government incentive scheme, is easy to access from the US, is in the 
same time zone as California, and it is much cheaper to create content there 
than in the US.
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77 https://theculturetrip.com/europe/norway/articles/why-the-nordic-countries-are-the-new-hollywood-of-europe/
78 https://filmtvp.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Future-Policy-and-Strategy-for-Swedens-Film-Sector.pdf
79 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/danes-invest-to-build-a-great-film-and-tv-drama-
industry-1.1313883

Nordics
The biggest television show at the moment globally is Game of Thrones, 
filmed in Northern Ireland, Croatia, Spain and Iceland.  A number of big 
films have been shot in Iceland, including Interstellar.  It is cheaper than the 
US and is seen as having a young vibrant feel and interesting landscapes.  
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland all have long traditions of movie-
making and television production.  While not all of the Nordics have 
subsidies, Iceland and Norway have tax rebate schemes for productions 
made there.  Sweden is considering them. 

“What the Northern European countries excel in is combining homegrown films and TV 

shows with an ever-increasing attraction to other film-making countries.  This dual ability 

to create and host creatives is what makes the Nordic countries feel reminiscent of ‘old’ 

Hollywood – a time when the frontiers were quite literally being pushed to their limits and 

beyond in the hope of developing film-making for all.”77

Sweden launched its sector strategy in 2008 with the following vision:

• To create a healthy sector which successfully balances commercial 
films with those of a more challenging nature • To create and deliver a whole of sector strategy to ensure the sector’s 
growth• To ensure governments understand the range of benefits that 
a healthy film sector delivers, and that national and regional 
governments support the new strategy• To ensure audiences for Swedish films are maximised at home and 
abroad• To enable the growth of sustainable, viable film production businesses 
involved in film production• To ensure that Swedish creativity, dynamism and innovation are 
central to the sector’s development.78 

Denmark has had a sector strategy since 1997.  It took them 15 years for 
that to really provide wholesale returns and success.  “The decision was 
taken that film would be the most important cultural medium and that 
is really important, and that view has unanimous support in Parliament,” 
said Steffen Andersen-Møller of the Danish Film Institute.  “The best way to 
market any small country is through film, not telling people how great your 
country is.”79

The Danish strategy included investment in creative writing and a national 
film school.  Government investment in Danish feature films is around 55-
60%.  There are no tax rebates in place.
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82 http://www.nordiskfilmogtvfond.com/news/stories/nordic-public-broadcasters-launch-nordic-12
83 https://www.economist.com/sites/default/files/20130202_nordic_countries.pdf
84 https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-36106213

Denmark has a tech ambassador role, which liaises between the Danish 
Government and Netflix, Google, Amazon and others with the express desire 
of having content made in Denmark.80  In 2018, Denmark started requiring 
streaming services to commission Danish language content.  They must 
spend at least 2% of their revenue on this.  This would help to stimulate local 
productions further, as that content may be syndicated globally.81

Nordic public broadcasters are continuing to invest heavily themselves:  
“Drama is the obvious way to reach the Nordic users with content that is 
about our shared culture and identity, that can bind the Nordic countries 
across languages and generations. When we, as public service providers, 
stand together in the Nordics, we simply stand stronger and offer a better 
offer to the viewers.”82

The Nordic countries have a long history of crime writing and investment 
into creative writing.  Indeed, the first police procedural (Beck, by Maj Sjowall 
and Per Wahloo) was written and published in Scandinavia.  After 20 years 
of concerted investment in creative industries, one of the region’s biggest 
exports is crime writing.83 This has given them a large amount of local talent 
and material to draw on when developing television and film content.84 

Finally, the Nordic countries banded together to share resources and they 
have a four-country market in which to broadcast or distribute shows.  They 
have used this regional play to their advantage.

China
China will soon be the largest market for US/Hollywood movies, but is 
also active in developing its own studios and stories.  This presents an 
opportunity that all localities interested in attracting work will be chasing.  
Vancouver, Georgia, New York and Los Angeles, as well as the UK, will already 
be courting the Chinese studios (eg Alibaba and TenCent).  

There is a real growth opportunity here, as expansion of the Chinese film and 
television output will increase demand for production services both in China 
and internationally.  There is also an incentive for the Chinese government 
to develop and grow the skills it needs within China to support a growing 
screen sector.
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Considerations when looking to the future.

• What might the best model to sustain a vibrant local production 
industry look like?  What is the right mix of productions to target that 
generate economic return for the country and the local industry? 

• Incentives are used widely to attract content production to a territory.  
How might that be leveraged to create or improve local production?   

• What investment do we need to build a thriving, creative, sustainable 
local industry? 

• What can we learn or adapt that works in other countires in similar 
situations to NZ?
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Other New Models for Creators
The following models may not replace the studio model, but they are 
emerging and need to be understood for where they might go in future.  
These models are particularly relevant for Independent producers of content 
in the near future.

Consumer Driven Production
Two well-known ways for content creators and businesses to fund 
storytellying and content creation are Patreon and Kickstarter.  While 
these were initially envisaged for smaller, independent projects, they are 
increasingly being used by larger players.

This next section will look at some of the leading stats on these. 

Patreon 
Patreon is a site where fans and supporters can ‘pledge’ a chosen amount 
of money each month directly to the creator. Patreon says a creator gets 
90% of the money from their ‘patrons’: (5% is fees and 5% goes to Patreon).  
Patreon is separate from other brand deals, sponsorships or ways of making 
money.  This means creators can still make money offsite. Patreon does not 
own or control any of the creators’ work.85 

There are currently more than 136,000 creators on Patreon, with 35,000+ 
in video and 8,600+ in games.86 This model works for smaller production 
houses, creating their own IP. Patreon’s popularity has been increasing, as 
has the money made by creators, as this graph shows.

85 Patreon (2019)
86 Graphtreon (2019)

The Last Year of Pledges and Payouts for Patreon Creators (Graphtreon, 2018)
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Of the top 20 creators on Patreon, 11 are in video, six are in podcasts, and 
one each in writing, adult games and adult painting/drawing.87 So Patreon 
is a clear example of how difficult it is to draw lines between the different 
genres that use it. 

Kickstarter
Kickstarter is a crowdfunding site where people donate money to 
businesses and creators to fund their project in exchange for benefits. It 
hosts a large variety of projects from around the world. Of these, 36.63% of 
projects have been fully funded with US$3.63 billion pledged.88 The most 
funded project in 2018 was ‘The Travel Line’, selling a line of bags. It raised 
US$5.3 million over 60 days.89

The category with the most successfully funded projects on Kickstarter 
was music (28,845 projects). This was followed by Film and Video, Games, 
Publishing, then Art.
The most money was made in games, raising $876.30 million. Others in the 
top 5 were Design, Technology, Film and Video, and Music.

Film and Video had a 37.37% success rate, and Games had 37.81%.90

This model is being used by larger organisations as well as smaller creators. 
The size of the potential budgets is substantial enough for larger production 
houses to be able to access it to create their own projects. 

A Kickstarter case study: Veronica Mars

Veronica Mars was a teen noir mystery drama that ran on UPN from 2004-
2007. It was cancelled after 3 seasons91, but it had already become a cult 
classic and fans wanted more. In 2013, a Kickstarter campaign began to 
raise money for a full feature-length movie. The project had a goal of $2 
million but raised $5.7 million with over 90,000 backers.92 The movie was 
released in 2014, followed by two books.93 Recently, there has been talk of it 
being revived on Hulu.94 

What we see here is fans directly funding and pre-ordering what they want 
to see -- a very different model of how to fund content.

87 Graphtreon (2019)
88 Statista (2019)
89 Product Hype (2019)
90 KickStarter (2019)
91 Looper

92 KickStarter (2014)
93 Penguin Random House
94 Variety (2018)
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Hang Time
Hang Time’s approach could serve as a future model 

Producer Steve Barr describes Hang Time as ‘a Kiwi summer road movie 
with a wine country twist’. Frustrated by how much wasted time, money 
and effort traditionally go into trying to make a feature film, Barr and his 
business partner Casey Zilbert took action. They wanted to try a new model 
for production, funding, and distribution for Hang Time, using the Minimum 
Viable Product (MVP) model. They would test the market for making a good 
film cheaply and quickly, aiming to make a great movie but also to enjoy the 
creative process.

From the first idea to the first day of shooting Hang Time took just three 
months. The initial cash budget was just $21,500, made up of $8000 from a 
wine company, and the rest private equity. There was no money to pay the 
five cast and five crew. Instead, they were offered co-ownership. Any gross 
profit would be divided between the 10 of them. 

The film was shot over 11 days, and after the film was invited to the 
Melbourne Breakthrough Festival, the New Zealand Film Commission 
provided $40,000 for finishing work. That allowed Barr to use 
UndergroundSound and Park Road Post for post-production, at vastly 
discounted rates. The result is a ‘fast, funny, entertaining’ film the makers are 
proud of. 

At the time of writing, Hang Time was about to be taken on a seven-city tour 
organised by the producer, with no distributor. Audiences will pay a slightly 
higher price ($35) for the experience of not only seeing the movie but also 
meeting winemakers, tasting good wine, and meeting the filmmakers. Barr 
is waiting nervously to see how well the model works. If it does, Hang Time 
could be a model for more filmmakers to circumvent the traditional models. 

Considerations when looking to the future. 

• What other options for funding are available?   

• How might we leverage the closer relationship between creator and 
consumer?  
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Political and environmental developments will 
be reflected in content
Disintermediation (the number of steps between the producer and the 
consumer) is currently rapidly reducing, through the new distribution 
and funding models. YouTube and the games industry provide ways of 
going from producer to consumer with minimal steps between. Through 
media platforms like iTunes, content creators can publish games direct to 
consumers. Kickstarter means people can fund their product through pre-
sales. Studios are developing their own Video on Demand services in order 
to reach consumers directly.

As China develops, its massive population will increasingly influence 
what content global producers provide. India, Brazil and Russia will also 
increasingly influence what is made. More material will need to be tailored 
to those markets.

Rupert Reynolds-Maclean says any commercial enterprise has to keep a 
close eye on world economics and politics to predict what viewers want, and 
film and television is no exception. 

“Trends are led by the state of the world. When things are buoyant, viewers 
want more reality. When it sucks, people want comedy and escapism.” – 
Rupert Reynolds-Maclean

The rise of women in political power will mean greater demand for the 
female gaze – stories that show women on screen.  This trend is already 
evident in popular series from recent years, including Borgen, recent seasons 
of House of Cards, Wonder Woman, Killing Eve, Sharp Objects and VEEP. 
television shows like Sharp Objects and Killing Eve are telling new stories 
with a strongly female gaze.

The rise of women and Asia and Africa are already having an impact on the 
stories being told and where audiences are heading.  It could be argued 
that Whale Rider, Boy and The Deadlands are examples of New Zealand 
productions ahead of this curve.  Demand for new and authentic stories is 
rising.

Global niches will become more important
We are already seeing specialised niche markets developing, and according 
to Producer Carthew Neal, this is likely to accelerate.

‘A LGBTI group in New Zealand may be too small an audience to fund, but 
if the audience is global, it’s suddenly big enough to service a larger scale 
production. That means we’ll see more specific and less mass audience 
products made.’
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Accelerating climate change will also impact the screen industry. David 
Conley believes it could impact not only locations but also the industry’s 
labour force, as people move to adjust to climate change.

Considerations when looking to the future.  

• There is a growing demand for more diversity in what we view and the 
stories told.   

• The rise of China over the next 10 years will see a shift in where the 
money comes from, and increasing demand from Chinese content 
providers for global content. 
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Technology Changes Ahead
The 2 biggest technology changes coming to the industry are:

• Device Proliferation means audiences are multi-screening and 
watching content on a greater variety of devices.  Content creators 
must be cogniscent of whether the content is to be watched on 
a Cinema Screen, a connected television, a tablet or a phone and 
design accordingly.   Currently most content is optimised for the big 
screen.• Internet Speed – The growth in speed means that international 
audiences can download, stream and render on the fly.  This 
acceleration is predicted to continue.  Driving demand for greater 
visual complexity.  This also allows indie creatives greater access to 
audiences, especially where there is fast upload speed.

Young people are watching screens in 
fragmented ways on several different devices 
Increasingly sophisticated technology is creating greater diversity and more 
dispersed audiences. 

The type and number of devices users watch content on is diversifying.  
Millennials, Generation Y, and Generation Z (defined as those born from the 
year 1999) will be the consumers most likely to influence screen viewing 
patterns in 2030.  And their screen use is markedly different from that of 
previous generations. 
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Hours Spent with Digital Media has Increased, Especially on 
Mobiles

Younger people are tending to multi-task as they watch.  For example, they 
may be watching a film or programme on a large screen while at the same 
time checking their social media feed or playing an online game.  In other 
words, they are relating to several screens at once, but the content on each 
screen can be unrelated.

One of our interviewees noted that young people now live in a constant 
state of distraction and find it difficult (or perhaps unnecessary) to focus on 
just one thing. Filmmaker Linda Wachowski describes mobile phones as ‘the 
third lobe of the brain.’

Devices Used for Digital Media (Mary Meeker, 2018)
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PCs are Most Popular for Online Video Watching, 
Followed by Phones

The number of devices with screens per person and per household is 
increasing.95  The exact number varies between sources, but an average of 
3+ seems to be the most consistent number.  Generation Z are likely to have 
access to around 5 screens each.  This is due to an increase in smartphones, 
smart televisions and a variety of new personal devices.96  With more devices 
such as Google Home, Amazon’s Alexa and Apple Homepod we are getting 
even more sales channels for entertainment into the home.

According to Statista, the number of devices per person is projected to reach 
6.58 by 2020.97  That would mean 50 billion connected devices in total.

Devices Used to Watch Online Video Worldwide (Statista, August 2018)

95 The Sydney Morning Herald (2018)
96 Verdict (2019)
97 Statista (2019)
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Connected Device Penetration in US TV Homes (Marketing Charts, 2018)

Connected televisions are surpassing gaming consoles as the most popular 
(by number) installed and connected home device.98  They are more 
popular than computers and are becoming more popular than phones for 
streaming.99

YouTube and Twitch are major competitors to television and 
SVOD
YouTube is a major competitor of traditional television, especially with 
younger viewers.  YouTube shows impressive usage, with 1.9 billion users 
logged-on every month worldwide.100 Its mixed revenue model (Advertising 
Supported VOD plus subscriber) puts it in an interesting position going 
forward.

Although YouTube appeals most to the younger demographic, US statistics 
show significant usage across various age groups, as this graph shows. 

YouTube is Still Significant with Viewers aged 75+

Percentage of US Internet Users Who Use YouTube by Age (Statista, 2018)

98 Broadband TV News (2018)
99 TVB Europe (2018)
100 YouTube
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Live-Streaming platforms such as Twitch have also shown a rise in usage.  
The total number of hours consumers spent on Twitch has been steadily 
increasing, as has the number of concurrent viewers.  Twitch also operates a 
mixed business model (AVOD plus subscriber). Vimeo tried a similar model 
but has failed and pivoted to a new business model altogether (selling stock 
Video).

Total Hours and Concurrent Viewership on Twitch is Steadily 
Increasing

Total hours watching Twitch (TwitchTracker, January 2019)

Concurrent Viewers on Twitch per Month (TwitchTracker, January 2019)

Movie watching is still popular - but where we watch may 
change
‘Virtual reality, 3D games, and augmented reality have all entered the scene, 
and provide much more immersive ways for us to consume stories’, says 
Rollo Wenlock, CEO of Wipster. ‘Cinema will be a niche experience, where 
small leaps of creative endeavour will continue to happen.  But the majority 
of human effort and creativity will be channelled into the new forms – just as 
we saw with theatre 100 years ago.’

New Zealand audiences still love watching movies.  Although cinema 
admissions were decreasing in New Zealand from 2003 to 2010101, the 
number of New Zealanders who ‘regularly watch movies in the cinema’ has 
increased from 65% in 2015 to 68% in 2018, according to the Flicks New 
Zealand Cinema Census. However, the number of people who regularly 
stream movies on their own screen has also increased hugely to 85% (up 
from 51% in 2015).  Of those who stream movies regularly, 81% used Netflix.  
A high proportion (40%) use two or three streaming services, and 10% are 
streaming on more than three.102  

101 Stats NZ (2011)
102 Flicks Cinema Census (2018)
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The challenge is to create an experience
As the home viewing experience becomes easier and higher quality, 
audiences will decide what to watch in cinemas based on other criteria, 
such as a better social or community experience.

‘Audiences will increasingly distinguish between the home and the 
cinematic experience’, says David Conley, Executive Visual Effects Producer 
at Weta Digital. ‘The theatrical experience will be premium, so will have to 
be more of an experience.’

In New Zealand, as in Britain, independent cinemas have been successful in 
luring customers back into cinemas. Those cinemas tend to be smaller with 
better atmosphere, cinema comfort and service.  This provides a different, 
more welcoming, and more comfortable experience.  People will go to meet 
friends, have a drink, and have a good night out as well as see a movie.103 

The same move to independent and niche providers can be seen in 
bookstores, which have made somewhat of a comeback. They compete with 
online buying by better curating their titles, including other things such as 
cafes or reading spaces and being more connected to the community.104 

Considerations when looking to the future. 

• Device proliferation means audiences are multi-screening and 
watching content on a greater variety of devices.  Content creators 
must be cogniscent of whether the content is to be watched on a 
cinema screen, a connected television, a tablet or a phone and design 
accordingly.   

• How can we change, improve, revolutionise the viewing experience?   
How might we use the desire for people to connect with others to 
create opportunities?

101 ScreenDaily (2018)
102 Palm Beach Florida Weekly (2018)
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Internet Speed is increasing, with customers (and 
creatives) demanding it
The faster the internet gets, with high-quality resolution, the better people’s 
experience is.  Globally, internet speed is increasing, bringing new potential. 
Within a short time, everyone will be able to stream high-quality video, like 
4K.  Technologies such as VR and 3D streaming require increased internet 
speeds.  These will also become more widespread.  Faster internet speeds 
also enhance inter-connectivity. They make it easier to have large numbers 
of people ‘attending’ the same event virtually and communicating with 
each other live at the same time. 

As of the 2017 global rankings, the country with the fastest internet was 
Singapore. The top 10 and their speeds are shown below.

Top Internet Speeds by Country 2017 (Atlas and Boots, 2018)
 
On this list, New Zealand is ranked 26th.

Many parts of the world are investing in much faster internet.  Some 
countries are already moving to speeds more than 10 times what New 
Zealand has.  So 1 terabyte per second can’t be far behind.  That speed will 
give consumers the ability to stream anything, instantly. 

The Island of Jersey moves to have the world’s fastest internet
Jersey is a small island in the English Channel, with a population of 104,000. 
In 2017 it was ranked 10th in the world internet speed rankings.105 Since then, 
it has built a ‘full-fibre gigabit-speed network’. It now boasts 250mb per 
second download, and this speed is expected to rise.106

 
This would make it more than four times faster than the current leader in 
internet speed, Singapore.

105 Atlas and Boots (2018)
106 Jersey Evening Post (2018)
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Are New Zealanders Consumers or Creators?
Asymmetry of download and upload speed speaks to a cultural narrative 
in which New Zealanders are consumers (needing increasing download 
speeds in order to buy and consume content) vs creators (needing high 
upload speeds in order to sell their content globally). 

If New Zealand wants to win in the global content space, we need to nurture 
the whole ecosystem of creatives (including through the education system) 
and give them access to the world through fast upload speed.

Considerations when looking to the future.

• How can we nurture the whole ecosystem of creatives (including 
through the education system) and give them access to the world 
through fast upload speed? 

• How will our internet speed, and infrastracture, impact on our 
production (local and international), and our consumption? 
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Convergence: The New Online-
Offline Fusion
Convergence is being defined here as a move to, or fusion with, another 
genre or medium.  It is widely seen as the future for entertainment.  Several 
of those we interviewed strongly believe that we are likely to see more 
merging of content and advertising or promotion.  Revenue models that 
combine both online and offline are emerging. 

Boundaries between TV, Radio, Podcasting, Spoting events and the online-
offline combinations are becoming increasingly blurred and the ditinctions 
irrelevant.

In an interesting twist, the 2018 winner of Te Māngai Pāho Best Māori 
Programme in the New Zealand television Awarads was made by 
Radio New Zealand (RNZ). NZ Wars: The Stories of Ruapekapeka was 
commissioned by RNZ as a long form non-fiction narrative.  A second series 
has been commissioned.

The boxing match between KSI and Logan Paul is an example of combining 
online and offline events and viewing while making money from it. 

This was a massive event across the internet.  The main fight was between 
two YouTubers: KSI and Logan Paul.  A second fight took place between 
their brothers Deji and Jake Paul (also YouTubers).

Leading up to the event press conferences in LA and London built interest 
and hype. Each team released ‘diss tracks’ against the other online.107 

People could watch from home, and other YouTubers would react and 
comment. This built the drama of the event, making it a big topic online 
long before the actual fight.

Around 20,000 people bought tickets to see the fight live at the Manchester 
Arena.108  The average ticket price for the event was £135.109   People could 
also watch the fight live on YouTube by paying £7.50.  This stream attracted 
800,000 viewers at its peak.110   Many more people were watching on 
pirated streams, on Twitch and Periscope. On Twitch, more than 1 million 
viewers were watching at its peak. 

The estimated total revenue from the fight was £8.5 million (combination of 
tickets and YouTube stream).  This does not account for merchandise, press 
conferences,  and revenue from videos or other forms of revenue.  There is 
also an estimated potential loss of £7.5 million from pirated streams.111 

107 Polygon (2018)
108 Wired (2018)
109 Business Insider (2018)

110 BBC (2018)
111 Business Insider (2018)
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E-Sport Tournaments
Another example of combining online and offline events is e-sports.  
In recent years, e-sports have become increasingly popular, with the 
international prize pool also increasing.112 These events are streamed online, 
with multiple phases and events. 

Here we will focus on the largest tournament last year - the League of 
Legends (LoL) World Championship (also called ‘Worlds’).  The total prize 
pool was US$6,450,000 with the winning team getting $2.4 million.113 The 
main events took place across 
four locations in South Korea.

At its peak, there were more 
than 205 million concurrent 
viewers, with 203 million+ from 
the Chinese stream.

There was an average of 46 
million+ concurrent viewers, 
with only 591,563 from outside 
China.114 The events were 
streamed across multiple 
platform and providers globally 
(as shown below).

Platforms Streaming LoL Worlds 2018 
(InvenGlobal, 2018)

Considerations when looking to the future

• Is there opportunity for the New Zealand screen sector in offline/
online fusion?
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A case study of convergence and diversification 
at Netflix

Netflix already has a 
variety of interactive 
shows. Most of these are 
aimed at children. 

The first to be released 
was Puss in Book:  
Trapped in an Epic Tale 
(based on Dreamworks’ 
Puss in Boots movie).115   
The story has a fairly 
linear path, so the player 
is not in complete control, but there are two possible endings.  The player is 
given dual choices and can decide what Puss does next.116

Since this, Netflix has introduced three other interactive shows; Buddy 
Thunderstruck: The Maybe Pile; Stretch Armstrong: The Breakout; and 
Minecraft: Story Mode, all currently available on Smart televisions, gaming 
consoles, iOS devices and more.117 

The appeal of interactive shows seems to come from two places.  Many 
have compared them to the ‘Choose Your Own Adventure’ books of the 
1980s.118 Children who watch shows like Dora the Explorer already shout 
back at their televisions, responding to questions and engaging.  According 
to Carla Engelbrecht Fisher (Netflix Director of Product Innovation) during 
an interview with Variety “I have a six-year-old daughter who talks to these 
shows all the time” and “It’s a faux two-way conversation”. These interactive 
shows are an evolution of the same trend.119 

The interesting thing will be what happens as these children age up – will 
they continue to expect interactive experiences?

The most recent addition to the interactive genre is Black Mirror: 
Bandersnatch.  In contrast to previous interactive programmes, this is a full-

length movie aimed at adults.  
The movie has five main endings, 
some with dead ends.120  It has 
triggered theories, discussion, 
major media attention and 
community engagement.  A 
second Bandersnatch series has 
been commissioned.

Kids Interactive television Trailer 
(Netflix YouTube, 2017)

115 Variety (2017)
116 Rough Draft (2017)
117 Netflix (2018)
118 IndieWire (2018)

119 Variety (2017)
120 IGN (2019)
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Live television can also be interactive
Live television has long had a capacity for interaction with the audience.  
Telethons, and programmes such as Dancing with the Stars or American 
Idol, have used text votes.  Television also has sometimes used its potential 
for live polls as audiences watch in entertainment as well as news and 
current affairs programming.121

People want interactivity
Games and books that offer people the ability to interact with the story 
have existed and been popular for some time. Increasingly, people want 
interactivity and consequences.  A recent game Detroit:  Become Human 
included a massive story map and many different choices, endings and 
results (from relationships, to deaths, to whether your revolution succeeds or 
fails).  The range of choices heavily encourages players to replay, to see how 
other choices change the world. 

121 The Verge (2017)
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Podcasts – a recent example of convergence
Podcasts are growing fast in popularity, with over 630,000 available.122   The 
reason for their popularity has much to do with the splintered attention 
spans of many, particularly younger, consumers.  Podcasts can be listened 
to while you are doing other things, and don’t demand undivided attention.  
Podcasts are particularly popular with young people.  In the US, the largest 
age demographic for podcasts in 2017 was 25-54.123 

As podcasts become more popular, the way they are told is diversifying.  
Many podcasts that started as audio-only have been moving to television 
and film.  They have not always been successful.124  Homecoming, however, 
has shown hope for podcasts adaptations.  The Amazon series has been 
critically-acclaimed and nominated for three Golden Globes.125  It has 
been praised for the example of a good television show from a podcast.  
Adaptations of books and stage shows onto the screen is nothing new.  We 
can expect to see more podcasts moving onto the screen.126

The popularity of podcasts is rising and is expected to continue

122 Podcast Insights
123 Forbes (2018)
124 BBC (2018)
125 Golden Globe Awards (2019)
126 Den of Geek! (2017)

Penetration of Podcasts USA (Statista, 2018)

Monthly Podcast Listening by Age (Forbes, 2018)
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Making Money On and Offline
For LoL Worlds 2018, two songs were released.  The song POP/STARS by the 
virtual band K/DA was also used to showcase new in-game ‘skins’ for the 
champions.  POP/STARS was accompanied by an official animated music 
video, which currently has 156 million+ views.  The tournament also featured 
the real singers on stage with AR versions of the characters singing with 
them at the opening ceremony. 

Statistics for LoL Worlds’ Songs (InvenGlobal, 2018)

This whole campaign brought new players to the game.  It’s a dramatic 
example of convergence across multiple platforms, and success both online 
and offline. 

Considerations when looking to the future.

• What opportunities are there in the growing interest and desire for  
interactivity by audiences? 

• It’s believed that ‘lean back’ entertainment will always have a place.  
How is that place changing, or growing?   

• Games and toys will continue to inspire story lines for lean back 
content, and demand for this  is likely to grow.   

• How can we create multiple revenue streams from content?   
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New Zealand Screen Trajectories
All sectors hope for growth, here we explore how different growth 
trajectories might play out for the New Zealand screen sector.  In putting 
these together, we thought about how the future might unfold for New 
Zealand companies.  They are all possible, and different companies may 
experience different trajectories.  They are useful in thinking about what 
might be needed in terms of both sector and individual company strategies 
if Growth or Transformation are desired over the next 10 years.

These four Trajectories are:

• Linear Growth • Grow then experience Constraint • Grow then Collapse•  Transform for Sustainable Growth

What we have sought to elicit here is what conditions or activities are 
undertaken by the New Zealand sector that might lead to different paths.
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Growth Constraint

Collapse Transformation

• More of the same• The same mix of work, but increasing• Uncapped rebates carry on and remain 
competitive with other countries offerings• Increasing demand for English language talent 
and crews producing for US studios• The proliferation of screens means more 
demand• New Zealand Imports more talent – technical 
and creative• New Zealand invests in convergence IP and 
rides that wave• New Zealand focuses on people and business 
development and leverages its diversity to 
create stories for a global audience

• Looks like growth until it isn’t • Focus on being a well-priced provider of a good 
product.  Assisted by rebates• Initial big-budget tentpole movies and some 
diversification into SVOD and long-form 
episodic• Rebates stay static when other countries 
increase theirs.  Loyal studios stay with New 
Zealand but have increasing failures with 
tentpole movies.• New Zealand production houses become the 
walking dead…not dying, but not growing• New Zealand Government continues to buy 
local content for digital platforms and supports 
terrestrial past its use by date• Co pros with other countries with government 
funding keeps revenue ticking over (eg ABC, 
BBC, CBC)• New Zealand Government invested in technical 
skills for sector only, and not creativity• Smaller players squeezed out of the market.  
Young content creators selling on Twitch, 
YouTube etc, but returns are greatest to 
channel owners/influencers not content 
creators.

• Looks like Growth until it isn’t• Focus on being a well-priced provider of a good 
product.  Assisted by rebates• Complacent after winning awards and high 
growth• Lack of available talent• Race to bottom as other countries increased 
production incentives, so increase in the rate of 
New Zealand rebates until not sustainable and 
New Zealand government was forced to dial 
back support• A sustained, high New Zealand dollar also 
added to New Zealand affordability issues• Little resilience in the system• No diversified revenue streams• Picked tentpole studios –initial high budgets 
and growth, but lumpy revenues for local 
providers and then global studio models 
became unsustainable• Didn’t have deep relationships with SVOD 
providers, and so couldn’t pivot in time• Didn’t look outside the US fast enough and 
slow to orient towards the Chinese market• Lack of trained people available

• The proliferation of business models, for hire in 
decline but still strong local IP development 
and solid licensing of own IP • A mix of tentpole and thriving local indies 
(filling international desire of indigenous 
and interesting storytelling), supported by 
government procurement for digital platforms 
as well as KickStarter etc.• New Zealand government provides Patreon-
style funding for creatives• High upload speed internet investment by 
New Zealand means New Zealand creators 
proliferate• Alibaba/TenCent invest in New Zealand 
production houses and provide a path to their 
own SVOD services• International Studio/Provides/Aggregators 
partner with New Zealand production houses 
and licenses local IP.• New Zealand invests in convergence IP and 
rides that wave• On the back of an industry-led strategy 
and partnership with the Government, the 
Government invests heavily in the Creative 
Sector
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Key Questions the New Zealand screen sector 
should ask itself, based on our enquiry are:

• How can New Zealand’s screen industry deliver an immersive, human 
experience for people in the digital age? 

• What’s the best mix of linear, streaming, and digital to give customers 
what they want? 

• If young people – the audience of the future - are using many different 
screens to access entertainment, how can we best get a slice of that 
action? 

• What new funding models might need to emerge in New Zealand? 
 • If millions of people are happy to pay to take part in an interactive 
stadium and streamed event, how could we tap into that potential for 
film and television? 

• What changes would we need to make to the way we produce 
content if viewers of the future are using a variety of mobile screens? 

• How could New Zealand production houses use the megatrends in 
their favour? 

• How could distribution models change to attract an increasingly 
fragmented audience? 

• How can content creators better monetise their IP in future? 

• What investment is needed in the creative writing sector in order to 
mean there are good local stories to tell? 

• Do we see New Zealanders as consumers or creators?  How might that 
be reflected in investment in infrastructure? 

• How can we leverage the popularity of VoD services in New Zealand to 
commission more local content (like the Nordics have done)? 

• What investment is needed by New Zealand in infrastructure and 
skills to be able to transform this sector? 

• Could New Zealand and Australia co-operate as a single region like 
the Nordic countries have? 

• What is the role of the government in commissioning content?
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Appendices
Who we interviewed for the project:

• Rupert Reynolds-Maclean, Managing Director of Biscuit Filmworks, 
London 

• Jane Wrightson, Chief Executive, New Zealand on Air  

• Caroline Izzard, GM of Data and Insights, TVNZ 

• Paul Muller, CEO of ANZSA 

• Steve Barr, Producer and Writer 

• David Conley, Executive Producer of VFX, Weta Digital 

• Rollo Wenlock, CEO and founder, Wipster 

• Carthew Neal, Producer, Fumes TV
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